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1 PUBLISHABLE SUMMARY 

 

All information regarding ROLE is available through the ROLE Portal at http://www.ROLE.eu.  

1.1 The ROLE Vision 

Since Sidney Pressey2, who was first to use “intelligent” machines for educational purposes in 
1926, and Benjamin Bloom3, who argued that the most effective way of teaching is one-on-one 
tutoring, the idea of personalized tutoring has been in the focus of psychological, pedagogical, and 
didactic theory and practise, particularly with respect to technology-enhanced learning (TEL). 
Intelligent and adaptive educational systems have attempted to support the learner and the teacher 
by providing meaningful, relevant, and appropriate educational content. Over the past years, 
research and development in the area of intelligent and adaptive educational systems has made 
significant progress and the evolution of such technology – including their psycho-pedagogical 
foundations – proceeds continuously. In the focus of existing approaches to intelligent and adaptive 
tutoring is the learning content: Adaptivity particularly refers to personalized presentation of 
contents and adaptive navigation through the contents.  

One crucial aspect of personalization and adaptation to the learners, their preferences and needs is 
largely untouched by current educational technology – the personalization of the entire learning 
environment, its components, tools, and functionalities. The broad range of different demands – 
digital natives vs. technological novices, learners preferring strong guidance vs. learners preferring 
a large degree of freedom, mass-individualization (in a company) vs. the needs of very specific 
individuals – and the dynamics of demands over time, ultimately requires such higher-level 
approaches to adaptivity and adaptability. Additionally, an appropriate balance between system 
controlled, self-controlled, and peer/teacher-controlled environments contributes to that 
requirement. 

Moreover, there is a significant change happing in TEL, essentially driven by Web 2.0-
developments, where learners increasingly create their own content. The pattern is of a shift from 
"TEL-push" (the dominance of organisation-driven models of learning) to "TEL-pull" (a learner-
driven demand for informal and lifelong learning, in which learners control what they learn, how 
they learn it, and with whom). Consequently, learners need to be able to mash-up the services in 
his/her personal learning environment (either on social network technologies or within 
collaboration and portal platforms in an enterprise setting). This is of particular relevance in the 
critical lifelong learning transition phases when inhomogeneous groups of learners are treated in a 
one-size-fits-all way since there is no way to respond to their individual strengths and weaknesses. 
Even worse, in such transition phases learners are typically required to become accustomed to 
working with an entirely new VLE. 

                                                 

2 Sidney Pressey (1926): A simple apparatus which gives tests and scores - and teaches. School and Society, 23 (586), 
373-376. 

3 Benjamin Bloom (1984): The 2 Sigma Problem: The Search for Methods of Group Instruction as Effective as One-to-
One Tutoring., Educational Researcher, 13 (6), 4-16. 
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ROLE addresses these issues specifically, focussing on enabling the individual learner as well as 
groups of learners to adapt the learning environment to their very specific needs and, more 
importantly, how to enable the system to adapt its functionalities and components to the very 
concrete and individual demands concerning learning environment and learning strategies.  

ROLE goes a step further beyond such novel perspectives by aiming to enable the individual 
learner or groups of learners to generate (to mash-up) new components and functionalities on the 
basis of existing web-based software tools, so-called web services.  

1.2 The ROLE Objectives 

Starting from the ROLE Vision outlined above, the project addresses five key objectives. These are 
summarized as follows:  

- RO1: support the individual assembly of accessible learning services, tools and resources in 
responsive open learning environments (ROLE)  

- RO2: research and develop a psycho-pedagogically sound framework for supporting the 
individual composition of learning services in ROLE  

- RO3: create new engineering methodologies to enable significant contributions to ROLE from 
learner and developer communities from outside the project consortium  

- RO4: develop and sustain an evaluation methodology to systematically demonstrate the 
effectiveness of different ROLEs in test-beds focused on the transition of learners  

- RO5: exploit and disseminate the ROLE results to wider communities and markets  

ROLE distinguishes between the enabling ROLE infrastructure, the ROLE resources, services, and 
tools and the user perspective. With users ROLE addresses learners and teachers as well. ROLE 
will create an individual world for learning with personalization intelligence on the user’s side. 
ROLE will reach this objective by enabling the user to easily construct and maintain her own 
personal learning environment (PLE) consisting of a mix of preferred learning tools, learning 
services, learning resources and other related technologies. ROLE will therefore deliver adaptivity 
on the level of responses based on learner behaviour and place the actual orchestration (adaptation) 
of the suggested tools and services under learner control. For the learner and teacher, the ROLE 
infrastructure enables for the first time a truly learner-centred PLE. The ROLE infrastructure will 
empower the user for true lifelong learning across institutional boundaries. Integration of learning 
with other parts of the learner’s social life will be considerably facilitated, thus increasing 
motivation for and effectiveness of learning. The ROLE learning services and tools will create new 
opportunities for collaborative learning and learning communities as well for emerging markets. 

1.3 Work performed and achievements 

Running for two years, the ROLE project has progressed well in establishing the necessary 
concepts, technology platform and awareness to reach its five objectives. Following the organic 
requirements engineering process, ROLE established a first implementation of the platform and 
services needed to create personalized learning environments in a web-based environment. By 
actively involving all stakeholder groups, ranging from learners and teachers to developers and 
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managers, identified requirements where translated into technological and pedagogical results that 
are being tested within ROLE test beds. 

 

Figure 1: First implementation of the ROLE technology platform 

In order to facilitate the development process of the ROLE technology platform, work has been 
structured into three internal projects that each has its own focus: The Christmas Project, finalized 
around Christmas 2009, focused on establishing a common scenario, a technical platform and a set 
of tools. The chosen scenario, language learning, describes a single environment where several tools 
are used to address a user need.  

The Easter Project, finalized around Eastern 2010, focused on the needs of the five test beds, 
grouped into three bundles. The objective of the first bundle was to give LMS users a richer and 
more personalized experience by implementing a transition towards the PLE paradigm. In the 
second bundle, we looked at strengthening PLEs with respect to higher-education students. In the 
third bundle, we considered the life-long learners.  

Finally, the Stonehenge Project terminated in January 2011. During the course of Stonehenge, we 
addressed each of the ROLE test beds within the requirements engineering process with task forces 
tailored to each of the test beds. Based on the gathered requirements so far, we then implemented a 
first prototype of the ROLE infrastructure and introduced it to test beds, in particular the test bed at 
Shanghai Jiao Tong University and developer communities at BILD and UIL. 

Apart from the underlying ROLE technology platform, the ROLE widget store has been developed. 
It serves as one of the core components within the ROLE syndication platform and provides 
services that can be part of the ROLE service bundles. Pedagogical needs in particular are addressed 
through a number of recommendation services that help users in selecting appropriate content, 
services and compilations/bundles thereof. The services use three different approaches for 
recommendation: the “pedagogical” recommender builds upon the psycho-pedagogical ROLE 
model, the “search” recommender uses tags, ratings, comments and historical evidence while the 
“best practice sharing” recommender enables users to share their experiences in compiling PLEs.   
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In order to enable ROLE to address the developer communities, the ROLE partners agreed on a 
jointly used open source licensing model for ROLE software (based on GPL v.2, among others). 
Furthermore, all necessary components are made available through open source channels using the 
SourceForge4 repository.  Finally, the documentation5 of publicly available ROLE software 
conforms to industry standards following the information mapping approach, thereby ensuring the 
smooth uptake within commercially oriented scenarios. 

In terms of communicating ROLE to the world outside of the consortium, the partners have 
achieved many successful results. Apart from publishing more than 120 papers about ROLE 
technologies and results in journals and conference proceedings, partners have established tight 
links with related projects, e.g. the MATURE IP and the NoE Stellar by organizing joint events. 
ROLE has been discussed and demonstrated at various events, e.g. at the PLE conference (July 
2010), at EC-TEL 2010 (Sept./Oct. 2010) in Barcelona, Spain and at OnlineEduca (Dec. 2010) in 
Berlin, Germany. The ROLE Alliance programme6 has been revised and gained momentum, visible 
through an increasing number of participants, and complemented with the ROLE showcase 
platform7 to demonstrate ROLE technology. The ROLE community maintained through the 
LinkedIn group amounts to more than YY interested individuals, thereby showing an ongoing 
interest in the results of ROLE. 

1.4 Expected final results 

ROLE will facilitate the individual compilation of learning services into personal learning 
environments using context-aware technologies that enable and provide information about the 
learner and organizational contexts and goals. Interactivity will be tailored to the personal needs and 
therefore foster the integration of new and existing pedagogical approaches of which collaboration 
is a main part. Wrapping new and existing learning services and technologies with appropriate 
interfaces will enable their mash-up to generate the learner’s own personal learning environment 
taking into account social software for community fostering.   

The learner is able to faster and more effectively acquire new knowledge, competences and skills 
because her own personal learning environment addresses her and the needs of her organization 
(school, university, company) more specifically tailored to her needs and requirements. 

By capturing the learning progress of learners in portfolios, the learners are able to advertise and 
use their knowledge in more detail. Companies are able to better identify and address knowledge 
gaps by using their employee’s portfolios as knowledge base. 

Consequently, this results in an increase in knowledge worker productivity. Their learning needs are 
easier identified and respective learning goals and learning is instantiated without neglecting the 
employee’s learning needs and goals. 

                                                 

4 http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/role-project  

5 http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/role-project/index.php?title=Developer_Information#Software_.26_Documentation  

6 http://www.role-project.eu/AllianceProgram  

7 http://role-showcase.eu/  
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In summary, the ROLE framework enables the more targeted provision of learning support to the 
learner, thus enables more efficient organisational learning processes through greater efficiency of 
the learning processes of the learner, cheaper assembly of learning resources as the learner does the 
compilation herself, and more targeted learning at work, as the organization can set highly 
specialized learning goals per learner.  

1.5 Potential impact and use 

ROLE will increase the efficiency and speed of learning by providing learners and their 
communities with access to relevant specialised services created from existing free-standing 
products or specialised courses recommended by their peers or known to be effective in imparting 
knowledge, competences and skills. Potential examples for delivery as ROLE services include 
existing tools for speed reading, for sense-making, for increasing retention, for practising desired 
skills, for remedying performance errors and for overcoming cross-training problems. 

Individual knowledge workers, and their organizations, will have links to early adopters in many 
areas of knowledge work, and links to modelling tools. That combination of community knowledge 
and tools will help learners to assess faster what the potential productivity gains and other benefits 
might be for them, if they were to adopt new knowledge and processes, and to appropriate TEL-
based innovations. Furthermore, the focus of ROLE on improving the quality of self-regulated 
learning will help with second-loop learning across organizational boundaries and with the 
development of absorptive capacity.  

The ROLE consortium fosters uptake through the integration of leading industry partners, e.g. IMC 
to integrate results in their software (Click LMS, Lecturnity, Slidestar, ...). The ROLE framework 
will create a market for small software components, augmenting software from big vendors. That 
will provide, in particular, new opportunities for SMEs. 


